Effect of the Oxygen Intervention on Cognitive Function at High Altitude and Mechanism of Action
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Abstract: Previous studies on oxygen intervention in high altitude environment mainly emphasize on the improvement effect of oxygen intervention on acute and chronic plateau diseases and various diseases, but there are fewer studies on the improvement of cognitive function of wholesome plateau people by oxygen intervention. This paper will further review the effect of oxygen intervention on cognitive function at high altitude from the application of oxygen intervention in high altitude environment, and explore its inner mechanism, which will provide new aspects for future research and have practical guidance significance for healthy life of plateau people.
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1. Introduction

When people are exposed to low-pressure and low-oxygen environments at altitude, a series of physiological and pathological changes will occur, such as arterial hypoxia[1], chronic altitude sickness[2], and altitude decline[3]. Clinically, oxygen inhalation is divided into hyperbaric oxygen and normobaric oxygen according to pressure and oxygen concentration. Normobaric oxygen has excellent curative effect, and high-pressure oxygen has strong penetration, so that tissue cells that cannot be reached by oxygen under general normobaric pressure can also obtain sufficient oxygen supply. On this basis, the potential opportunities, limitations, ethical issues of oxygen therapy for neural reinforcement and the neurocognitive reinforcement of healthy adults have also been widely discussed in society[4,5,6]. This paper will clarify the effects of high altitude environment on individuals and select appropriate programs to intervene.

2. Oxygen Intervention in High Altitude Environments

After entering the hypoxic environment at high altitude, the human body appears as the lung to adapt to the hypoxic environment increased arterial pressure, increased red blood cells and increased hemoglobin are beneficial to oxygen exchange and transportation, called plateau acclimatization. Brain is the most active organ in human metabolism. Although adult brain does not grow, divide or move, it consumes up to 25% of blood oxygen supply[7]. Therefore, oxygen is very important for mental activities of the brain. Oxygen supply is also considered as a neurocognitive enhancer, which is widely used in various brain diseases and healthy subjects. In recent years, with the development of cognitive neuroscience and technology, some functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have also reported the neural mechanism of oxygen induced cognitive enhancement, which provides a certain physiological basis. High altitude environments is characterized by low pressure, low oxygen, dryness & strong ultraviolet rays, etc. People who come to high altitude will sustain plateau reactions, and rehabilitation treatments such as hyperbaric oxygen are used clinically to improve individual hypoxia reactions. In the anoxic environment at high altitude, it can effectively improve the human anoxic symptoms by supplying high concentration oxygen enriched gas to the personnel. At present, the methods of oxygen inhalation mainly include nasal tube method (nasal suction tube), nasal obstruction method, mask method, head mask method and oxygen tent method [1]. Among them, nasal tube oxygen inhalation refers to inserting the nasal oxygen tube into the user's nasopharynx for oxygen inhalation. This oxygen inhalation method is simple to operate and easy to use, and is widely used in the field of home oxygen therapy and oxygen supply in plateau areas. Oxygen intervention also has better effect in improving high altitude sleep disorder[8], postoperative oxygen saturation of patients[9], respiratory failure[10], plateau disease[11], and hypertension[12]. On this basis, we will continue
to explore the effect of oxygen intervention on cognitive function from the clinical and cognitive aspects.

It is common for oxygen intervention to improve various symptoms in plateau areas, but at present, oxygen supply resources are precious. High flow and long-term inhalation of oxygen not only increase the cost, but also may cause oxygen poisoning and excessive dependence on oxygen. In the plateau environment, how to determine the optimal oxygen supply flow and time and carry out scientific oxygen supply is of great significance for the prevention of plateau diseases. Therefore, we will further explore the best oxygen absorption scheme that can effectively improve the hypoxia of the body.

3. Effect of oxygen intervention on cognitive function at high altitude

Cognitive function refers to the brain's ability to process, store, and extract information, including multiple aspects of learning, memory, perception, attention, language, thinking, and logical reasoning\(^{[13]}\). Human tissues, especially neural tissues, are the most sensitive to changes in the internal and external environment. Under hypoxia conditions, damage to brain functions (especially higher brain functions such as learning, memory, thinking and emotional-emotional functions) occurs earliest and is more severe, and the longer the exposure, the more severe the damage\(^{[14]}\).

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBO) is a method of breathing pure oxygen or high concentration oxygen under high pressure (above normobaric pressure) to treat hypoxia diseases and related diseases. The physiological basis of HBO treatment of diseases is mainly to improve blood oxygen tension and increase blood oxygen content; Improve the diffusion rate of blood oxygen and increase the effective diffusion distance of oxygen in the tissue\(^{[15]}\). It can improve cognitive impairment caused by some diseases by increasing tissue oxygen. Cognitive function refers to the brain's ability to process, store and extract information, including learning, memory, perception, attention, language, thinking and logical reasoning\(^{[16]}\). Cognitive impairment will lead to a certain degree of cognitive dysfunction. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy combined with basic drug therapy has a better effect on all kinds of cognitive dysfunction.

From the cases of clinical treatment, we confirm that manipulating the level of oxygen does have an impact on cognition. In psychological research, few people have studied the possibility of cognitive enhancement of healthy adults after the increase of oxygen concentration. Some evidence shows that the management of oxygen concentration and pressure can improve cognitive level. We will elaborate its effects on memory, attention and sensory perception under hyperbaric oxygen intervention. Ma et al\(^{[17]}\)found that long-term high altitude exposure affected the retention of visual working memory and the spatial memory ability of transplants as well as the level of attention orientation of secular residents. Ma also found that prolonged high altitude exposure impaired the retention of visual working memory and spatial memory ability of migrants as well as the level of attention orientation and over-activation of their executive control levels; in terms of attention, prolonged high altitude exposure impaired the level of alertness, orientation and executive control of migrants\(^{[18]}\); prolonged high altitude exposure increases the response time of conversion functions, but is inconclusive in executive functions\(^{[19]}\).

Normobaric oxygen (NBO) often refers to high flow oxygen inhalation therapy outside the cabin, which refers to an oxygen inhalation method in which patients breathe high concentration oxygen with a mask to treat diseases at a standard normobaric pressure of 25 °C. NBO can increase the physical dissolved oxygen in the blood, increase the arterial oxygen partial pressure of the aorta, and play a neuroprotective role in rapidly penetrating the blood-brain barrier. NBO is superior to other drugs and other treatment methods, and plays a unique role in clinical practice\(^{[20]}\). In psychological research, the effects of intervention with different oxygen concentrations under normobaric pressure on cognitive function of different individuals are different, and it is easier to operate oxygen concentration variables, which verifies the different effects of NBO and HBO\(^{[21]}\). NBO is effective in the early and long-term treatment of cognitive dysfunction caused by stroke, but its exact treatment time window and treatment cycle still need to be carefully designed and confirmed by multi center, large sample randomized controlled studies. In the case of normobaric hypoxia, Li Guoqing et al\(^{[22]}\)found that intermittent normobaric hypoxia treatment will aggravate cognitive dysfunction in the early stage, and is an effective measure to treat cognitive dysfunction caused by chronic cerebral blood flow hypoperfusion caused by disease in the late stage. The research perspective of normobaric hypoxia included in the time and treatment period needs to be broader and long-term. Five years later, their further study verified that repeated normobaric hypoxia can improve white matter injury and cognitive dysfunction in rats with chronic cerebral ischemia, but its research object is limited to animals, and the test capacity.
can be further expanded in the future.

The current study found that the use of oxygen intervention improves cognitive function. At high altitude hypoxia, individuals produce a significant decrease in attention, whereas with hyperbaric oxygen intervention, subjects' attention transfer ability and attention breadth are increased\(^{(23)}\). The oxygen intervention may improve hypoxia and further improve cognitive function by improving the individual's blood oxygen saturation, but the underlying mechanism is inconclusive.

4. Summary

In terms of micro physiological mechanism, in the direction of vascular promotion, although some studies have found that oxygen inhalation can improve cognitive function by promoting cerebral angiogenesis, the view that adequate blood supply can promote brain plasticity by providing rich nutrition is still in the stage of theoretical speculation. More research is needed in the future to investigate the role of nutrition supply and neurotransmitter synthesis in brain angiogenesis and brain plasticity. In addition, in the direction of disease intervention, it is also proved that the degree of damage to brain structure caused by disease will vary according to the different ways of oxygen inhalation, but the regulatory role of oxygen inhalation between disease and brain biochemical reaction is still unclear\(^{(24)}\). How different oxygen inhalation methods regulate the energy metabolism process of patients' brain and ultimately affect brain structure and brain function needs to be further explored in the future. Secondly, the existing research results need to be further integrated. For example, although studies have found that BDNF induced by oxygen therapy can promote central executive function and memory\(^{(25)}\), Chen et al have found that BDNF induced by oxygen therapy cannot affect central cognitive function\(^{(26)}\). Inconsistent research results may be caused by different oxygen inhalation duration and oxygen concentration, or by different subjects and cognitive ability measurement methods. Further integration is needed in the future.

There are not many studies on the effect of oxygen intervention on cognitive function, and the main reality is in memory and attention. There are not many previous studies on the effect of oxygen intervention on healthy humans, Chung et al\(^{(27)}\) found that healthy individuals who inhaled oxygen before learning had improved memory levels, while inhaling compressed air did not have the same effect. Next, we can further explore in other aspects of oxygen intervention to improve cognitive function such as executive control, and secondly, we can study the dose effect of oxygen intervention to develop a suitable high altitude oxygen regimen for healthy individuals.

There are also some deficiencies in the study of macro mechanism. Although the study found that oxygen inhalation may promote cerebral angiogenesis by increasing the activation level of frontal lobe and other brain regions\(^{(28)}\), no research has focused on why it is in different brain regions. In the future, it is necessary to further explore this problem by integrating factors such as cerebral angiogenesis, synaptic connection generation and neuronal energy consumption. Secondly, the effects of different ways of oxygen inhalation therapy on brain structure and brain function are still unclear. In the future, we should combine morphological anatomy and non-invasive brain imaging technology to investigate the effects of oxygen inhalation frequency, duration and oxygen concentration on the brain, and improve its interpretation mechanism. In terms of research content, the combined treatment of oxygen therapy and other therapies is currently mainly combined with aerobic training and cognitive ability improvement training. There is an analysis of the effect of oxygen therapy combined with drug therapy and aerobic training. Different drug treatments such as anesthetics have an impact on the effect of oxygen therapy, and it is unknown whether other drug treatments will also affect the effect of oxygen therapy\(^{(29)}\). However, there are a lot of studies on aerobic training in the treatment of cognitive impairment caused by brain injury, and the effect of combined treatment is better than that of simple oxygen therapy. In the future, we can add aerobic exercise training to oxygen therapy, and select healthy people in hypoxic environment as subjects to observe whether impaired cognition can be improved\(^{(30-31)}\).
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